
FREIGHT HANDLING FORM
2500 Turner Ave NW Grand Rapids, MI 49544

PHONE: (616) 364-9000 FAX: (616) 559-8001

EVENT INFORMATION Please email completed forms to events@deltaplex.com

EVENT NAME: DATE:

COMPANY: BOOTH #:

ADDRESS: CITY: STATE: ZIP:

PHONE: EMAIL:

FREIGHT HANDLING SERVICES
 Inbound (Receiving) Date Notes

 Outbound Shipping Date Carrier

# of packages Notes

SIZE QUANTITY x + HANDLING FEE =
SMALL (< 5LBS) $25 

MEDIUM (6-20 LBS) $35 

LARGE (20 LBS+) $45 

PALLET $55 

OVERSIZE 

IMPORTANT SHIPPING/DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS 

PAYMENT INFORMATION
CREDIT CARD #

EXPIRATION DATE SECURITY CODE NAME ON CARD

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION

See below important shipping/delivery instructions

Shipments should be scheduled to be received no earlier than 72 hours prior to the event

17. Any chargeable labor will be billed at $50 per hour with a minimum of 1/2 hour

5. The DeltaPlex must be informed immediately if the number of packages in your booth is not correct.  The DeltaPlex can not be held responsible for missing items after freight has been delivered to the vendor 

representative

8. The DeltaPlex may, at our option, open and inspect your packages before or after you give them to us to handle for shipment

9. The DeltaPlex liability will be limited to the physical loss of or damage to the specific article which is lost or damages, and in any event, The DeltaPlex's maximum liability shall be limited to $.30 per pound per 

article with a maximum liability of $50 per item, or $700 per shipment, whichever is less

10. The DeltaPlex will not be liable to any extent for any actual, potential, or assumed loss of profits or revenues, or for any collateral costs, which may result from any loss or damage to an exhibitors materials which 

may make it impossible or impractical to exhibit the same

11. The DeltaPlex will not issue refunds for vendors who send freight or equipment orders, but subsequently fail to attend the show

12. The DeltaPlex will issue a 10% billing fee if your charges are not paid by the time shipment arrives

13.  International shipments must include the required documents for return shipping.  Your customs broker can supply these documents.  Lack of documents will delay return shipping

14.  Exhibits and materials for which arrangements have not been made with The DeltaPlex, will be transported to our warehouse, at exhibitor expense, to await disposition

15. The DeltaPlex reserves the right to route exhibit materials via an alternate carrier in the event the designated carrier failes to pick up the shipment within a reasonable time after close of the show

16. No claims will be accepted or adjustments made, unless files by the exhibitor in writing prior to the close of the event

1. Please read & fill out form COMPLETELY and send in prior to shipment and delivery

4. Vendors are responsible for all inbound and outbound shipping charges and arrangements

7. The DeltaPlex will not be liable for loss, damage, or delay caused by events we cannot control, including but not limited to acts of God, weather conditions, and labor strikes

6. The DeltaPlex will not be responsible for loss, theft, or disappearance of exhibitors materials after that have been delivered to the exhibitors booth, or before they are picked up from the booth for reloading

2. NO FREIGHT WILL BE ACCEPTED ON A COLLECT BASIS.  Payment for drayage (freight handling) services must be made before your freight arrives at the facility

TOTAL DUE= $

Any additional time or labor spent processing of shipments or storing packages without making arrangements with the DeltaPlex will be billed appropriately

All packages must be out of the building by the end of designated move-out hours unless prior arrangements with DeltaPlex Management have been made

Shipping & receiving hours: Mon-Fri, 9AM to 4PM or as specified by promoter unless other arrangements have been made with the DeltaPlex

Packages must be labeled with Event Name, Company, and Booth Number. Please indicate package 1 of 2, etc. 

Please indicate above expected delivery date (and estimated time if known)

Return Shipping: Vendor is solely responsible for arranging outbound shipping.  Packages must have required label(s) & be properly packaged

         The DeltaPlex must be made aware of any incoming or outgoing shipments in advance.  Notate in provided space above

SUB TOTAL

PLEASE CALL AND/OR EMAIL FOR QUOTE

PRICE PER ITEM

$5 

$6 

$7 

$10 

3/29/2017


